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1. (SISTO) On 16 & 17 MAY 90, four Remote Viewers, 018, 025, 052, and 079 
conducted four sessions in an effort to answer requirements against tasking 
for project #9025. That tasking incl uded the backgr"ound information of: . SG1AD 
"The target is a. blue and white 45' fishing vessel, the_ It 
t-ecently left. the Peninsula de la Guajira, !?~~~_~E'.",,,,:!:.C?..~have to 
decide for your'self) headed for the Roncador Bank." 

a. Determine the current location of the SG1AD 

b. Determine whether it is carrying drug contraband. 

c. IF SO: 

1) How is it wrapped? 

2) Where is it stored on the vessel? 

3) Where will it be off-Ioaded/transferred? 

4) When will it be off-Ioaded/transferred? 

5) Determine where the drugs will enter the U.S. 

2. (SISTO) 018, in one se 
(1250 hrs, 16 MAY 90), the 
location of 13 deg 15'N I 71 
at that time. 

.. -.. ted that, at the time of viewing 
appeared to be circling about a 

deg 53'W, and that there were no drugs on board 

3. (SISTO) 025, in one session orted that, at the time of viewing 
(1000 hrs, 17 MAY 90), the was located at 14 deg N I 73 deg W, 
and was movi ng ina westward i t-ecti on. 025 al so percei ved no drugs on 
board at the time of viewing, but that a transfer of drugs could occur at 20 
deg N I 73 deg W, just above the Dominican Republic (Proj. Ofc.·s note: this 
location is appro}:imately 600-700 miles north of its suspected location, and 
appears unlikely, if it is enroute westwards towards the Ronc:ador Bank). 

4. (S/STD) 052, in one session, reported that the was located 
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at 14 deg 50' N I 77 deg 40' W, and was carrying a white, grainy, bitter 
tasting, sweet smelling substance which "burns my nose" in small rectangular 
packages. These packages were located in a large, rectangular metal 
container with a lid on top, opening upward (B"lB a freezer or cooler). 052 
was not able to determine an off-Ioad/transfer point, but determined that 
the point of entry into the U.S. would be 35 deg 30'N I 75 deg 45'W, near 
Cape Hatteras, NC. Some part of the shipment may also be bound for the 
eastern tip of Long Island, NY, at 41 deg 15'N I 72 deg W. SG1Ao 

5. (S/STD> 079, in one session, reported that th_OUld be 
located (at some actionable time future to the session) at 13 deg 7'N / 75 
deg 15'W, heading westward towards the Roncador Bank. Off-loading will take 
place at those coordinates, as well, onto a vessel (NFl) which will head 
towards the Gulf of Mexico with the contraband, which 079 identified as 
cocaine. 

ECT OFFICER'S COMMENTS: The suggested scenario is that the 
eft the Peninsula de la Guajira without drugs on board, went 

y nor d and possibly dallied there before continuing westward 
drugs (although no pick-up/on-loading was detected). There it will 

transfer the drugs to another vessel for shipment to the Gulf of Meldco, and 
possibly the easter'n U.S. (Cape Hatteras, NC and/or Long Island, NY). 
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